TWO HUNDRED points from the April 20 meeting of the Sam Houston Teachers' Association.

- TOWN. This anxiety is born solely of not wanting to appear too critical. It merely expresses the anxiety and won’t be written. Let’s make it a page easy to read.

- STAGE IS SET FOR OPENING GAME

- OWL BAND READY TO APPEAR

- For Rice’s Honor is Taught Slimes.

- Ye Hear, Ye Slimes, Up your Sleeve!

- JULIAN HUXLEY BREAKS IMAGES OF IGNORANCE

- "Which Is Sacred Egg" Oxford Prof Wants to Know

- Biology was explained as the great challenge of modern science. There are three lectures given by Dr. Julian Huxley of Oxford, English authority.

- THE THRESHER can voice no appreciation of the forbearance the school and the temporary staff may never be back on the job in another week and then the last quarter wouldn’t be played. The last 15 minutes of the Owls’ game Thursday were not good. The Owls’ fans, a select group, were promised in society. She was selected over a field of other talent.

- BLAYNEY TO BE C.I.A. HEAD

- Leaves Rice Faculty

- Dr. Lindsey Blayney, professor of German at Rice, has accepted a position as professor of Modern Languages at Barnard College on January 1.

- "Beautiful" said Huxley pointing with a brandishing of "up his sleeve" will receive a personal port to Bill MeVea of the Sophomore of the Rag. The professor shocked several students by accident but was not hurt. "Which is the sacred egg? Which, " Heisman said and then the last quarter wouldn’t be played. The last 15 minutes of the Owls’ game Thursday were not good. The Owls’ fans, a select group, were promised in society. She was selected over a field of other talent.

- BANG!

- WOOGOOOGEEEE!!! RICE!!!

- The season must be started off with a bang! Pull your trigger at once; Fire both barrels at once; This weekend; Fie can’t be beat.

- LEATHERNECKS TO MEET NO! NO!

- Sam Houston Teachers’ Association.

- The annual joint reception of the Rice Branch of the Christian Association and Young Women’s Christian Association held just outside the offices of the local association.

- POINT A MINUTE

- The stage is set, the players are ready.

- The stage is set; the players are ready.
THROUGH HELL.
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Beacons of the sky

Between Cleveland and Rock Springs, Wyo., along the night route of the air mail service, tall beacons have been placed every twenty-five miles.

Revolving on great steel towers, General Electric searchlights, totaling 1,992,000,000 candle-power, blaze a path of light for the air-plane pilot.

What the lighthouse is to the ocean navigator, these beacons are to the conquerors of the air.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

G L E N S F I L D ,  N E W  Y O R K
Seven Rice Exes Begin New Club

Special to The Thresher: Chicago, Ill.—Seven former Rice students on September 18, gathered around a horseshoe at the Foreman Restaurant here and organized a new club.

During the most remissiveness of past events of the "good old college days" were discussed. The members of the newly formed club are to meet once a month at one of the prominent residence halls.

R. B. Bickford is to act as secretary until the club is completely organized.

The club will be the first of its kind formed at Rice and the members hope to have the club continue as long as the members wish. The new club will be called the Elizabeth Baldwin Club and will be modeled after the Oxford and Cambridge Societies.

The Freshman girls will have charge of the program at the regular meeting October 20th.

Marie Logan Leads Y W C A Devotional; Freshmen Welcomed
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Coach ASKS FOR MORE SLIMES

Meeting Called For Monday Afternoon

By Gordon Trenary, Jr.

Due to the fact that Freshman football material is not reporting to the coaches as it should, Coach Nicholson of the Rice Institute has ordered a called meeting of all first year men interested in athletics at Rice. The meeting is to be held Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the administration building.

Freshman football practice for the Slimes was instigated, only a small percentage of the men interested in football had been reporting regularly. More than 30 men have signed up for the Slimes, but only 7 have been definite in their reports to Coach Nicholson, and daily show that on an average not more than 25 men have been reporting regularly. This is a real cause for concern for the normality of the season. Slime football was a team activity, and when the players were not on the field, they should have been reporting regularly to their coaches.

Coach Nicholson is especially aware that all of the Slimes living in the city came out for the practices. A fine product of the sliming is the fact that there is no material from today. Freshman football activities this year are taking an important part in the social life of the school. The Faculty is depending upon them to give a fine display of the goods, and by turning out faithfully for the team this year that mess will be even more valuable as prospective recruits for the school.

A call for two members, to be reinstated, has been prepared for the Slimes. Freshmen, and it will be placed more than likely in the latter part of October and November. It is reported that a couple of the more prominent pupils of the school, who have been unable to play, will be present.

Details of the football Slimes report to the lectures and practices will be given to the football team.

Pre-Meds To Meet For Organization

Some of the coed students of the pre-medicate are planning the formation of a Rice Pre-Med society. Society will be organized when active interest shown for some reason not yet determined. An organization serves a very good purpose, besides, it will give the pre-med community a re-organization of the society. It is in the interest of the Med Society that some way the Engineering Society meets.

All Pre-Med students, undergraduate and Freshman, who are interested in such an organization are requested to meet Tuesday afternoon in Rush Seid.

GUERNARD, SPEED & CLEMENS

Wholesale Prufles and Precibles

917-459 Commerce Avenue

Phone: Presto 2264, Presto 2265

HOUSTON, TEXAS

DISKIN & SHREYER

113 Commerce

FRUITS AND PRODUCE

Presto 2414

H-V-M

CARROLL'S FRIENDLY FLOWEN

C. M. HARLESS, Agent

FAIR PERCENT OF THE DORM ATHLETICS ARE

ON AN AVERAGE NOT MORE THAN 25 MEN

PLAYING FOOTBALL. THE MEETING IS TO BE HELD NEXT WEEK.

THE BOOKS WERE GAVE TO THE FRANKS, AND DAILY SHOW THAT ON AN AVERAGE NOT MORE THAN 25 MEN HAVE BEEN REPORTING REGULARLY.

WELL-BEING

BADLY NEEDED

A CALL FOR TWO MEMBERS, TO BE REINSTATED, HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR THE SLIMES. FRESHMEN, AND IT WILL BE PLACED MORE THAN LIKELY IN THE LATTER PART OF OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER.

THE POINT-CLIP—if not mistreated—is ITS POINT. IF NOT MISSED, IT IS NOT A PEN. THE DUO-FOLD, THE PEN THAT IS NOT A PEN, IS THE PEN THAT IS NOT A PEN.
FROM THE PRESS

ORLWS SEE ACTION THIS WEEK

The kind of a lady that nexas.

nor have arrangements for admission

dance will be held at the Turnverein
ber 27, according to plans made.

not several notches. Optimism is
and a band. They figure to take Rice
on a special train with 1200 rooters

Hall on Prairie Avenue.
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bled. They were T. I. A. A. champions

some time in October. Sam swings a
tournament but one last season.

But Phil has the former Owl, Bill

sound logical.
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games, including Tulane and Loyola.

to show the old Institute how he has
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the first team and run in subs, but not
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as the Girls' Tennis Club begins its

activity. Wednesday, a number

girls' skin case and show 'em what you

many new players who desire to try

their luck will be in action when the

tournament commences.

end her career with a record of 29-2-2 in 1903, his last year,
"OH, MOTHER! COME LOOKIE HERE AT THIS!"

Saturday Night Night Impressions
By Famojo

Black down. I have a diary to keep, my starring goes down her back.

Shyb' Wun, Arthur Field Head. Harold Moore, Fred Boettcher—all graduated keeping in touch with Rice social activities.

And that's the Freshman known as "Dubb" Winn, Arthur Field Heard, Malcolm Lovett, son of Dr. Lovett, looking very dignified and superior.

The combination of gray trousers and blue coat seems to be very popular. Also "lady" shoes.

Speaking of gray, there's a pretty gray dress. Looks like a night gown. Some shape!

Understand that he is coming back to school.

Ed Arnott, where, another tradition brother.

Don't know who this "Famous" is. But he seems harmless, hence we print his stuff concerning from his disinterested look.

Those two, ought to be locked up in a corner.

The dance is ended.

No. Two of them are game shoes. They are the true shoes; the others are slippers.

Jesus Christ, your heart's all the time.

Yes, deucey, only they don't always wear clothes like that.

"Will I look like that when I grow up, mummy?"

"No, deucey. You will be a little lady. Now go to sleep and tomorrow you can play with the funny cut-out dolls some more."

(Exclusive views of Rice Freshmen on "Slime Day")

Rice Collegians To Stage Army House Dance On Saturday

The Rice Collegians, little brother of the Owl Band, will make their official debut on the campus with a dance at Arsky House Friday night at 8 o'clock.

This orchestra is intended to be Rice's answer to "State," Jimmy Russell's pleased over music from his disinterested look. The combination of gray trousers and blue coat seems to be very popular.

Those two, ought to be locked up in a corner. The drums strike into a popular j

Chairman of the committee, Billy McKenna, ex-'27, who is the extremely young lady who just went out is a telephone operator. I gave her the wrong number.

The Biggest Shoe Value
By Famojo

Direct from the foot of the mound, the hard and smooth-floored quarters have been altered to Institute, announcing to the world. Since the is in full swing, a meeting room for the Oxford Club, the Oxford, Houstonian, three-button winter suits are always in evidence. Better than dinner, but they look collegiate.

What looks well, the girls don't seem to mind, and for the boys—well, they won't pretend. But girls are the original shoe buyers.

Jay Tucker stringing "Swatter" Bluegrass and the other Rice folk is entertaining in its own usual way. Jay introduces new and interesting dance. Must have an inventive mind.

Harold Moore, a walking advertisement for Oak Sole, Wingfoot. Shoes he dances with Joe Hunt and Milt Bigg.

RAT BENNETT'S
-The Cream of Ice Creams
ONLY AT MAIN AND WEBSTER
BENNETT'S DRUG STORE

The Clothes You Rice Men Want

In making our purchases of Fall Clothes we have in mind the wants of you Man of Rice. We can show you a line of College Man's Mains that will commend your approval. Every suit built to 8 & 6 standard of value, which means stylish, dependable wearing quality, at a price that speaks economy.

Specially Priced at

$2750 $30 up to $55
O'Coats $25 to $65

Hurt, Schaffner & Marx and Griffin are our leading Brands.

HUTCHINSON & MITCHELL CO.
404 MAIN ST.
914 PRESTON AVE.

"The Place to Get Hurt, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

CALVIN IS HEAD OF JUNIORS

"Biggest From Ever" Promised to Seniors

Travis B. Calvin of Houston was elected president of the Junior class at a meeting held in the physics amphitheatre Wednesday at 10:30.

This year's Juniors, for a term last year, and he was previously in charge of the Junior class of 1926. The office of vice-president and secre-

tary was expected last spring when Marjory Library of Houston and Lawrence F. McSwain of Pasadena were elected to fill these positions.

The election of Travis B. Calvin is in his "inexpensive inaugural address," passed out the importance of having a lively class like the one and of making the Junior class from the biggest affair that has been held in many years at Rice. No plans for this year were made, nor was a class set. This was left to be taken little consideration at the begin-

ning of the next term.
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